


 Light BBQ with a mix of hard wood and charcoal and let burn down to a white glow.
Place claws 18 inches above the coals and gently grill for 5 minutes, turning regularly.

Once you have burnt down your coals, cut the lobster in half lengthways and remove  
the intestine track from the tail.

Burn down your coals and place your whole langoustines over a medium heat bbq for 
3–5 minutes depending on size, or until the head juices start to bubble.

Once your coals have burnt down, season with sea salt and place your whole turbot in a 
fish cage and direct grill not too close to the coals. The skin wants to caramelise slowly 
but not burn before the fish is cooked. Cooked for 10-12 minutes for a medium size and 
15 minutes for large on either side.Rest in a warm place for 5-7 minutes making sure to 
collect all the juices.

Crack the shell open with crackers or the back of a large knife, making sure to get all the 
meat from each of the 3 knuckles.

Grill for 7 minutes shell side down with some allta fish butter on top. Once cooked 
brush with the hot butter, crack the claws and serve.

Once cooked crack in half, toss in the allta fish butter and don’t forget about the  
sweet claw

Once rested you can test that it is done by inserting a metal skewer or temperature 
probe into the deepest part of the fillet; behind the head and close to the central bone.  
It should be hot on your lip (50 degrees Celsius). You can remove the dark skin and 
using the back of the spoon, peel the fillets from the bone. Heat up some allta fish butter 
and add to the resting juices, using a whisk to emulsify. Finish with a squeeze of lemon 
and pour over fillets.
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